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Abstract
Recent literature presents methods for the analysis of concatenated coding
schemes by solely characterizing the behavior of the component codes [4, 12, 14,
9, 7]. Component codes are analyzed either analytically using unique properties
of special component codes, e.g., single–parity–check code or accumulator, or via
simulations.
The goals of this paper are to find fundamental insights into concatenated codes
by analyzing the input–output relation of their components from an information–
theoretic point of view. We derive a Information Processing Characteristic (IPC),
which completely characterizes the behavior of a coding scheme comprising encoder, code and decoder for the general class of linear codes. For time invariant
convolutional codes it is studied how the IPC can be obtained in practice.

1

Introduction

Since the invention of turbo–codes in 1993 [2] unveiling the iterative decoding algorithm
has been a vivid field of research. However, it is still unclear what properties of a
component code are necessary for a power–efficient concatenated coding scheme. For
example, applying systematic constituent encoders as in a classical turbo–coding scheme
[2], less iterations are necessary for convergence (or final failure), while in some cases
nonsystematic constituent encoders offer a higher power efficiency at the expense of a
largely increased number of iterations [11].
In the present paper, we try to analyze the coding schemes from an information–
theoretic point of view. Especially, we study the suboptimality of codes and decoders
used as components in concatenated coding schemes. Therefore we separate between the
suboptimality introduced by codes of finite (constraint) length and the information loss
due to symbol–by–symbol decoding.

2

Information Processing Characteristic of a Coding
Scheme

We investigate the coded transmission of a block of K binary information symbols Uj ,
j 2 f1, 2,    , K g, which are independent identically distributed with Pr(Uj = 1) =

Pr(Uj = 0) = 0.5, hence, the entropy H(U) = 1. The encoder maps the information
~ to a codeword X
~ which consists of N symbols Xn , n 2 f1, 2,    , N g. The
vector U
~ is
rate of the code is R = K/N measured in bit per channel symbol. The codeword X
transmitted over a memoryless channel that corrupts the message by substitution errors,
e.g., the binary symmetric channel (BSC) or the additive white Gaussian noise channel
(AWGN Channel). Insertions or deletions of the binary symbols Xn are not allowed.
The corrupted received sequence Y~ is processed by the decoder. The decoder output
~ . Usually V
~ consists of real–valued elements Vi ,
is the vector of soft–output values V
~ can be used to
i 2 f1, 2,    , S g, where we do not require S = K. The soft–output V
calculate the hard–output, where each symbol estimation Ûj corresponds to a single input
symbol Uj .

Figure 1: System model.
With respect to hard–output decoding a coding scheme is usually described by its
average bit error ratio versus channel capacity or equivalent measures. The average bit
error ratio is given by
K
1 X
BER =
BERj = Ej fBERj g
K j=1

(1)

with BERj = Pr(Ûj 6= Uj ).
In order to characterize the performance of a coding scheme w.r.t. soft–output decoding in a compact form we introduce a Information Processing Characteristic (IPC) of a
coding scheme. It is the characterization of coding schemes (i.e., code, encoder, decoder)
via end–to–end average mutual information per source symbol versus channel capacity
C
def

IPC(C) =
Note, C

1 ~ ~
I(U ; V ).
K

(2)

2 [0, Cmax], e.g., for discrete, M–ary equiprobable signaling Cmax = log2(M).

Example: Repetition Code of Rate R = 1/2
For a repetition code of rate–1/2 the IPC can easily be calculated analytically. As the
information block length is K = 1 vector–wise and symbol–wise encoder input is equal,
~ = U. Hence, I(U;
~ V
~ ) = I(U; V
~ ) can be calculated from the two probability density
i.e., U
~ jU = 1) and p(V
~ jU = 0).
functions p(V
For some channels the analysis can be simplified even more. If the physical channel
is a BSC with bit error ratio , applying a rate–1/2 repetition code results in a binary

error–and–erasure channel with error probability 2 and erasure probability 2(1
Hence, IPC(C) is easily expressed as the capacity of the equivalent channel


IPC(C) = 1 2e2 () + e2 (1 )2 + 2 with  = e2 1 (1 C).

).
(3)

e2 () denotes the binary entropy function e2 (x) := x log2 (x) (1 x) log2 (1 x)),
x 2 (0, 1), e2 1 is its inverse for x 2 (0, 1/2).
The equivalent channel model for binary antipodal signaling (e.g., BPSK with signal
points 1) over the AWGN channel (C = CBPSK (1/σn2 ) = CBPSK (2Es /N0 ) [13]) is even
simpler. The optimum “decoder” performs maximum ratio combining [3] and the rate–
1/2 repetition code leads to a doubling of signal energy. Here, the IPC(C) reads

IPC(C) = CBPSK

2
σn2





Es
= CBPSK 4
.

N0

(4)

!

Fig. 2 shows the resulting IPC(C) for coded transmission, using a rate–1/2 repetition
code, over a BSC and over an AWGN channel with binary antipodal modulation.
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Figure 2: IPC(C) for a rate–1/2 repetition code over a BPSK–AWGN and BSC channel.
We observe, that the IPC is almost independent of the applied channel. This is due
to the fact, that entropy and mutual information are the information theoretic characterizations of a probability distribution. Regarding an M–ary random variable, this
data compression from space [0, 1]M 1 to the interval [0, log2 (M)] is lossless. A single
real number represents sufficient information to characterize a probability distribution
for information representation and transmission if blocks of N symbols are regarded and
N ! 1.
Obviously, the IPC offers a good characterization of a coding scheme, only specifying
the channel by C (almost independent of the actual channel) even for N = 2.

3

IPC of Ideal Codes

In the following we define an ideal coding scheme and derive its IPC. As long as C  R,
reliable communication is possible, and in this region IPC(C) = 1 holds for an ideal

coding scheme. For R  C we can derive the IPC of an ideal coding scheme by upper
~ V
~ ). Rates above capacity are of interest for cancatenated
and lower bounding of I(U;
coding schemes, as the component codes operate in this region.
Data processing theorem [6] tells us that the capacity of the end–to–end channel can
not be larger than the capacity of the physical channel, i.e.,
~ V
~ )  I(X;
~ Y~ )  NC.
I(U;

(5)

As memory increases mutual information [19], the symbol–wise mutual information between Uj and corresponding soft–output value Vj can not exceed the vector–wise one.
~ V
~)
I(U;

K
X

I(Uj ; Vj ).

(6)

j=1

With the definition of mean mutual information
K
X
def 1
¯
I(U; V ) =
I(Uj ; Vj )
K j=1

(7)

we find an upper bound on the symbol–wise mutual information:
¯ V )  1 I(U
~;V
~ )  N C = C/R.
I(U;
K
K

(8)

The hard limiter that converts the soft–output values Vj into the hard–output values
Ûj is, at least in most cases, a lossy data processor. Hence, the symbol–wise mutual
information is further decreased for the end–to–end channel that additionally comprises
the hard limiter:
K
1 X
¯ Û ) def
¯ V ).
I(U;
=
I(Uj ; Ûj )  I(U;
K j=1

(9)

Combining (9), (8) and (5) yields a chain of inequalities:
¯ Û )  I(U;
¯ V )  1 I(U;
~ V
~ )  1 I(X;
~ Y
~ )  C/R.
I(U;
K
K

(10)

Next, we apply Fano’s inequality [8] for binary symbols which reads e2 (BERj )
H(Uj jÛj ) to the whole block of K information symbols



K
K
1 X
1 X
H(Uj jÛj ) 
e2 (BERj ) = Ej fe2 (BERj )g  e2 (Ej fBERj g) = e2 (BER) .
K j=1
K j=1

(11)
Therby, Jensen’s inequality Eff (x)g  f (Efxg) for convex \ functions f (x) has been
used. We see that the average entropy of U having observed Û is smaller or equal to the
binary entropy function of the average bit error ratio. The average mutual information
between U and Û is given by:
K
1 X
¯
I(U; Û ) =
H(Uj )
K j=1



H(Uj jÛj ) = 1

K
1 X
H(Uj jÛj )  1
K j=1

e2 (BER) .

(12)

Since e2 (x) is strictly monotonic in the interval (0, 0.5), the bit error ratio of any coding
¯ Û ) has to be larger
scheme providing an end–to–end average mutual information I(U;
than or equal to the one given by assuming the hard–output Û is memoryless:


¯ Û ) .
(13)
BER  e2 1 1 I(U;
However, rate–distortion–theory [16] postulates, that if an end–to–end average bit
error ratio BERT < 0.5 is tolerated, a code with rate R and appropriate decoding rule
C
exists which achieves an average bit error ratio BER  BERT as long as R  1 e2 (BER
T)
and N ! 1. Hence,
C
R

1

def

e2 (BER) = CBSC (BER)

(14)

holds.
An ideal coding scheme is a coding scheme (i.e., code, encoder, decoder) with rate
C
R = 1 e2 (BER
whose average bit error ratio does not exceed a tolerated bit error ratio
T)
BERT : BER  BERT . As (10) and (11) require BER  BERT , we get a chain of
equalities for the ideal coding scheme.
1

~ V
~ ) = C/R = 1
¯ Û ) = 1 I(U;
e2 (BER) = I(U;
K

e2 (BERT ).

(15)

From (2) and (15) follows IPC(C) = C/R for C  R, i.e., if an average of C  R1 < 1
bit per R1 channel uses is collected, a BSC with BER = e2 1 (1 C/R) results. Fig. 3
shows the IPC(C) for an ideal coding scheme.

Figure 3: IPC of an ideal coding scheme with rate R.
A trivial lower bound is also given in Fig. 3. If transmission is uncoded the end–to–
end channel and the physical channel are the same and hence, have the same capacity.
The IPC of uncoded transmission is IPC(C) = C.
We can conclude that for an ideal coding scheme the end–to–end hard decision channel
is a memoryless BSC achieving minimum possible bit error ratio. If we look at the
coding scheme from a point of serially concatenated codes we would combine the inner
ideal coding scheme, that results in a bit error ratio BERT , with an outer code. From
¯ Û ) = 1 I(U
~ ; U)
~ˆ we see, that interleaving has no impact on the quality of the decoder
I(U;
K
¯ Û ) = I(U;
¯ V ), soft–output has no benefit over hard–
output. Furthermore, as I(U;
output and all symbols Ûj are equally reliable. The single parameter post–decoding
error probability BERT entirely specifies data reliability for all decoder output symbols,
i.e., soft–output decoding is important for non–ideal coding schemes, only.

4

Optimum Soft–Output Decoding

~ !X
~ which are lossless
We restrict to encoders that perform a bijective encoding U
~ = 0 holds. As H(U) = 1 is assumed, the a–priori probability
~ jX)
data processors and H(U
~ = ~xj ) = 2 K , 8j 2 f1, 2, . . . , 2K g, i.e., I(U
~ ; X)
~ =
for selecting codeword ~xj is Pr(X
~ = H(X)
~ = K. Then, the condition for lossless soft–output decoding is:
H(U)
~;V
~ ) =! I(X;
~ Y~ ).
I(U

(16)

~ would fulfill (16). An example
A decoder that performs a bijective mapping Y~ ! V
for a nontrivial optimum soft–output decoder is a decoder that provides the complete
list of a–posteriori code word probabilities. Because of the above assumptions
~ = ~xi jY~ ) = Pr(U
~ = ~uijY~ ) =
Pr(X

Pr(Y~ j~xi )

2K

X
j=1

|

(17)

Pr(Y~ j~xj )
{z

}

irrelevant normaliziation factor

~ ! Y~ .
holds. Noteworthy, the probability Pr(Y~ j~xi ) fully characterizes the channel X
The list of a–posteriori codeword probabilities is a code property independent of the
def
~;V
~ ), which can be derived from this list,
particular encoding. Hence, IPC(C) = K1 I(U
characterizes the code w.r.t. the applied channel. For increasing K, IPC(C) becomes
more and more independent of the applied channel and fully characterizes the code.
A practical way to calculate IPC(C) is found via the chain rule of mutual information:
~ ; Y~ ) = I(U1 ; Y
~ ) + I(U2 ; Y~ jU1 ) + I(U3 ; Y~ j(U1 , U2 )) +   
I(U

(18)

~ ; Y~ )  K, reliable communication is possible by application of
For R > C, i.e., I(U
additional outer binary codes Ci with rate Ri = I(Ui ; Y~ j(U1    Ui 1 )) and thus lowering
the total rate below C. This scheme is depicted in Fig. 4. The chain rule leads immediately to the multilevel structure of generalized concatenated codes [21] designed w.r.t.
a capacity criterion [18]. Furthermore we see, that multistage decoding is optimum in
principle, as it has the potential to achieve capacity.

Figure 4: Generalized concatenated code with multistage decoding.
~ Y~ ) is independent of the particular encoding used, but
As mentined above I(U;
I(Ui ; Y~ j(U1    Ui 1 )) depends on the encoding. Thus, the rate design of a generalized
concatenated code is question of the encoder mapping of the inner code. Optimality of
such a coding scheme together with multistage decoding does, however, not depend on
the particular encoding.

For a linear binary, time invariant convolutional code with linear encoding over memoryless symmetric channels, as, e.g., the BSC or binary antipodal signaling over the AWGN
channel, I(Ui ; Y~ j(U1    Ui 1 )) does not depend on the particular choice of U1    Ui 1 .
Hence, without loss of generality we can assume that the all–zero information word and
due to linear encoding also the all–zero codeword has been transmitted:
I(Ui ; Y~ j(U1    Ui 1 )) = I(Ui ; Y~ j(00
  00}))
| {z

(19)

i 1

Let us consider a trellis representation of the encoder, such that Ui is the ith input
bit to the encoder. In multistage decoding, every Ui known from lower stages is used for
successive thinning of the code space. While a Viterbi decoder [17] or a BCJR decoder
[1] has to compare all paths of the trellis, the optimum multistage decoder always starts
from a given state. Due to linearity, the decoding situation is always the same as for the
very first bit and starting from the all–zero state:
I(Ui ; Y~ j(U1    Ui 1 )) = I(U1 ; Y~ );

~ Y~ ) = K  I(U1 ; Y~ ).
I(U;

(20)

~ ) between channel output Y~ and a single symbol U1
The mutual information I(U1 ; Y
is the same as the mutual information between the soft–output V1 generated by an optimum symbol–by–symbol decoding algorithm as the BCJR decoder [1] and U1 . Hence,
IPC(C) = I(U1 ; Y~ ) = I(U1 ; V1 ) is accessible via simulations. Firstly, the probability
density p(V1 jU1 = 0) of the soft–output V1 for the first bit U1 has to be determined.
Soft–Output values V1 can be obtained from BCJR decoding. Due to the linear code,
linear encoding and symmetric channel, p(V1 jU1 = 1) is symmetric to p(V1 jU1 = 0). If
the soft–output V1 is given as probabilities p(V1 jU1 = 1) = p((1 V1 )jU1 = 0) is valid,
whereas for log–likelihood–ratios (LLR) [10] p(V1 jU1 = 1) = p( V1 jU1 = 0) holds. Mutual information I(U1 ; Y~ ) can be calculated from the probability density p(V1 jU1 = 0)
via:
IPC(C) = I(U1 ; Y~ ) = I(U1 ; V1 )

Z1
p(V1 jU1 = 0) log2
=

1


2p(V1 jU1 = 0)
dV1 .
p(V1 jU1 = 0) + p(V1 jU1 = 1)

(21)

Exemplary the IPC(C) for rate–1/2 maximum free distance convolutional codes [13]
of memory ν = 2, ν = 3, ν = 4 and ν = 5 for a BPSK–AWGN channel are given in
Fig. 5, and for a BSC in Fig. 6, respectively.
We note the following observations: For C < R these simple codes perform astonishingly close to the limit of ideal coding schemes and the results are very similar for
both channels. The remaining difference vanishes for increased memory ν. But for
C ! 1 the difference to the ideal coding scheme is quite large. Hence, it is obvious,
that convolutional codes can be applied more successfully in the region C < R, i.e., as
component codes in concatenated coding schemes, than for establishing highly reliable
communication .
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Figure 5: IPC(C) for rate–1/2 Convolutional Codes over a BPSK–AWGN channel.
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Figure 6: IPC(C) for rate–1/2 Convolutional Codes over a BSC.

Optimum Symbol–by–Symbol Decoding

In order to analyze optimum symbol–by–symbol soft–output decoding we extend the
transmission model. Additionally we introduce an (infinite) interleaver π1 before encod~ and V~ to a memoryless channel.
ing that converts the end–to–end channel between U
The soft–output w.r.t. symbol Ui is the a–posteriori probability taking the received
vector Y~ and code constraints into account, i.e.,


def
Vi = Pr Ui = 0jY~ .

(22)

After symbol–by–symbol decoding and interleaving an end–to–end channel with mutual information
K
1 X
¯
I(U; V ) =
I(Uj ; Vj )
K j=1

(23)

is observed.
If we compare this result to the optimum soft–out decoder, via chain rule we observe
that the knowledge on previous symbols is discarded by symbol–by–symbol estimation.
Mathematically, we have
)) +     I(U;

~ V
~ ).
¯ V ) = I(U1 ; V1 ) + I(U2 ; V2 j
K  I(U;
U1 ) + I(U3 ; V3 j(
U1
,U
2

(24)

Symbol–by–symbol soft–output decoding corresponds to parallel decoding of levels [15]
or Bit Interleaved Coded Modulation (BICM) [20] in coded modulation. In these systems
the conditioning term U1    Ui 1 is also neglected.
¯ V ) is a property of code and encoding. Hence, the Information Processing
I(U;
Characteristic for symbol–by–symbol decoding and Interleaving
def ¯
V)
IPCI (C) = I(U;

(25)

characterizes code and encoding with respect to symbol–by–symbol decoding.
If we compare symbol–by–symbol decoding with optimum decoding, we see, that
whereas the optimum decoder, e.g., outputs the complete list of post–decoding code
~ = ~u1 jY~ ), Pr(U
~ = ~u2 jY~ ) . . . ) that can be represented in a
word probabilities (Pr(U
vector of length 2K 1, the symbol–by–symbol decoder only provides the post–decoding
probabilities for the information symbols (Pr(U1 = 0jY~ ), Pr(U2 = 0jY~ ) . . . ), i.e., a vector
of length K. Hence, symbol–by–symbol decoding may be interpreted as a (possibly) lossy
K
data compression from the space [0, 1]2 1 to [0, 1]K . The soft–output of the symbol–
by–symbol decoder can directly be calculated from the list of post–decoding code word
probabilities:
Vj =

X

8u~i

~ = ~uijY~ ).
Pr(U

(26)

with uij =0
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Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 show the IPCI (C) for rate–1/2 convolutional codes for systematic
respectively nonsystematic encoding of the same codes.
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Figure 7: IPCI (C) for rate–1/2 systematic convolutional codes.
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Figure 8: IPCI (C) for rate–1/2 nonsystematic convolutional codes.

We can observe a huge loss of optimum symbol–by–symbol soft–output decoding,
when compared to optimum soft–output decoding, especially for C < R. An important
exception is the repetition code. As the information block length K = 1, symbol–by–
~ Y~ ) = I(U;
¯ V )).
symbol decoding is optimum (I(U;
Furthermore we see, that different encoders lead to the best symbol–by–symbol soft–
output IPCI (C) for different channel capacities. We observe a common intersection point
at C = R for all examined systematic convolutional codes. Systematic convolutional
codes with less memory are superior for C < R, whereas for C > R systematic codes with
more memory offer a higher end–to–end mutual information when applying symbol–by–
symbol soft–output decoding. The decision whether to apply systematic or nonsystematic
encoding also depends on the code memory. But always systematic encoding is superior
for C < R and nonsystematic encoding approaches IPCI (C) ! 1 faster for C ! 1. By
this, optimum encoding and optimum choice of code memory for application of a symbol–
by–symbol soft–output decoding algorithm unfortunately is a question of channel quality.

6

Conclusion

The analysis of codes and decoders w.r.t soft–output decoding shows that the code properties of convolutional codes are almost ideal for R > C. Hence, convolutional codes
are well suited for concatenated coding schemes, where the component codes operate
at rates above capacity. Furthermore we have seen, that the IPC of long codes does
not significantly vary with the channel used. Hence, as for random codes, a single code
construction is sufficient to approach channel capacity for a class of channels, e.g., for all
binary input, symmetric channels.
Optimum symbol–by–symbol decoding is shown to be suboptimal, as data processing
within the decoder is lossy. But, the degree of suboptimality depends on code memory
and encoding. Hence, different concatenation parameters require different choices of
component codes. Using the characteristic function IPCI this decision can be made
without any simulations of the entire concatenated coding scheme.
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